Hyaena Gorge
Introduction

beforehand so he could cover up his misdeeds before the rest of
the hamlet was up and about. In time, he met hyaenas, whom
he befriended. They whispered to him of hyaenamen and caves,
stirring old memories and wild passions.

Unfortunately, Ashur’s secret was discovered by Danyan Omeanus, a respected elder of the hamlet. Seeing how he could play
this knowledge to his advantage, Danyan started blackmailing
Ashur out of much of his meagre wealth. But worse was to
come. Ashur’s presence attracted the gnolls and hyaenas back
to the caves below the sorcerer’s stronghold. Unable to resist,
There is a fair amount of fighting, quite a bit of which is underAshur ran with them on several occasions. Emboldened, the hyground, so it’s fair to say this is a dungeon-bash. However,
aenas raided the Oleary cemetery one night when Ashur had
there are dark secrets and blackmail to be uncovered, and an old
caged himself up. Unaware of what had happened, there was
curse to be lifted, so thinking-person’s dungeon-bash might be
no way he could act to prevent the travesty being discovered.
fairer.
This is the point at which the players come into the story. The
adventure starts the night after the raid. Incensed by the sacrilege, the villagers post a guard on the cemetery the following
Thirty years ago, a sorcerer of some power made a base for him- night. But the gnolls kill him, taking the body back to their lair.
self in caves close to the small hamlet of Oleary, at the end of the Danyan threatens to expose Ashur, giving him one day to get
Pallarne Valley. The sorcerer was a bouda, a man cursed to turn rid of the hyaenas or have his secret revealed. Ashur decides his
into a corpse-craving hyaena every nightfall. His long years of
only hope is to enlist the help of the party of adventurers who
affliction made him a misanthropic and bitter outcast. Eschewhappen to be passing through.
ing human company, he gathered gnolls and hyaenas to live in
The party will be given clues that:
the caves below his lair and ran with them every night. But boudas are lechers and when the sorcerer spied a beautiful young
Ÿ Something is going on between Ashur and Danyan.
girl one day, he kidnapped and imprisoned her, taking her as
Ÿ Ashur has “a history” and is hiding something.
his unwilling wife. In time, she bore him a son, Ashur, who
shared his father’s affliction. Although the sorcerer had discov- Ashur will lead the party to the sorcerer’s caves, although he
ered how to lift the curse of the bouda, he had grown to love his will not give a convincing account of how he knows the way.
alter-ego and refused to cure either himself or Ashur.
This is a short, one session-long GURPS 4th Edition adventure.
In order to play, you’ll need the documents I have created for
hyaenas and gnolls (AKA hyaenamen), available from my web
site at www.michaelamos.net/GURPS.

GM Summary

When Ashur was four, his mother and he escaped from the cruel
sorcerer. They went into hiding, purchasing a cage to contain
Ashur each night. As he grew, the woman taught him to keep
his curse secret. Eventually, they settled in Oleary, taking a
small house on the very edge of the hamlet. Ashur apprenticed
to the elderly local blacksmith, assuming the position of village
blacksmith when the old man died.
Meanwhile, the sorcerer’s bestial consorts became more numerous and began to run amok through the villages of the Pellarne
Valley. The villagers asked the local lord for help and the soldiers he sent hunted and slew most of the hyaenas. The sorcerer
grew depressed and eventually sent the remaining hyaenas and
gnolls away before taking his life.
During the woman’s incarceration, the sorcerer had cast spells
that bound her life to his as a precaution against her trying to
kill him. When he committed suicide, the spells took effect and
the woman soon fell ill and died.
Ashur now lived alone on the edge of the village, with nothing
but his dark secret and darker, shadowy memories of his father
and the caves. His lecherous nature and unattractive appearance (both caused by his affliction) kept most villagers away.
However, his uncanny ability to heal injuries (a magical bouda
power) and his skill as a blacksmith kept him tolerated.
One night, he decided not to lock himself in his cage and instead
ran free. In no time at all, he had dug up and devoured a corpse
from the local cemetery. Fortunately, he was able to make the
grave good again at sunrise when he changed back to a human.
From that day onwards, he allowed himself to run free every
few weeks. Each time he would hide a spade in the graveyard
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Player’s Introduction

You have spent all day travelling to reach the remote hamlet
of Oleary, at the end of the broad, wooded valley of Pellarne.
The locals are welcoming and, although there is no tavern,
an elderly woman agrees to put you up. One of the village
elders, Danyan Omeanus, invites you to eat at his table with
other senior people from the hamlet that evening. You’re
glad to accept his invitation and you join him soon after sunset.
Danyan and his friends listen politely to your account of
your travels and the news from further down the valley.
However, you soon realise they’re more interested in discussing the recent scandal that has hit the hamlet. It seems a
group of hyaenas raided the local cemetery the previous
night, digging up and removing the body of a recently deceased and much lamented member of the community. Danyan explains hyaenas are not uncommon in these parts and
that the village has been bothered by them before. Emboldened by several glasses of locally brewed mead, you offer to
hunt down and deal with the hyaenas. Omeanus politely
declines your offer, explaining that a local man, Peter Wainwright, is guarding the graves for the night and that there
are plans to build a stout fence around the cemetery.
Eventually, you retire for the night. The next morning you
rise late, breakfast with the woman and take a mid-morning
walk through the hamlet. Most of the houses are clustered
together around a small green and pool. You follow the
small stream that feeds the pool, leaving the houses behind,
going into the woods. About five minutes after leaving the
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last house, you smell a fire and spy what is apparently a
smithy in a clearing a little way ahead. You hear an argument coming from inside and, after a moment, Danyan
emerges. Face purple with anger, he marches down the path
towards you. A second later, an ugly, excessively hairy man
emerges from the smithy. He races after Danyan, stops him,
and offers a bag. After inspecting its contents, Danyan
seems to calm a little and the two enter a heated discussion
in hushed tones. Eventually, the ugly man seems to acquiesce to something and Danyan turns to leave. Embarrassed
to be caught watching the events, you beat a hasty retreat
and run back towards the hamlet.
You spend another hour at the house of the old woman, preparing to move on. But a knock comes at the door and a boy
delivers a message inviting you to Danyan’s house to discuss a matter of some urgency. It seems that not only was
the graveyard raided again last night but Peter Wainwright
has gone missing.
At Danyan’s house, you find quite a crowd has gathered.
You are ushered inside where a graven faced Danyan confirms the messenger-boy’s story. He reminds the party of
their kind offer of the previous night and of the hospitality
they have received. The question is clear: will the party get
rid of the hyaenas and find the missing Peter?

Ashur’s Bag
If the party interrogate Danyan about the bag Ashur gave him, he will
pass it off as some tools Ashur was supposed to have sharpened.
However, he will momentarily be caught off guard and a little flustered.
A role against perception will show he is lying. Attempting to press the
matter will not succeed as Danyan will brush it off and insist they return
to the more pressing business at hand.

Reward?
No reward is offered initially. If the party thinks they should be
offered one, allow them to role against any skill or advantage
that might warn them as to how great a faux par this would be.
If they do ask for a reward, an almighty row will break out, with
the villages demanding payment for the hospitality they have
shown. Again, any skill that might allow the party to defuse the
situation can be rolled against.
A reward of $30 is available. Bargain against Danyan’s skill as
merchant(12) Failure means a breakdown and the party owes
$2 each for their accommodation. They need to depart immediately and the adventure is over.
Once the matter of reward is resolved one way or another, the
obvious starting point is an inspection of the cemetery.

The Cemetery
After the discussions at Danyan’s house, you return to the
old woman’s house to collect your equipment and eat a
quick lunch. At around the second hour after midday, you
walk to the cemetery to have a look around. A small crowd
follows you to see what you will do. You notice the ugly
man from yesterday skulking a little way from the rest.
A successful roll of perception skill will indicate Ashur (for it is
he) is extremely anxious.
The cemetery is relatively small, with the graves packed
close together and marked mostly with wooden memorials.
One or two have stones. The hyaenas seem to have concenwww.michaelamos.net/GURPS

trated on one corner of the plot. As you walk towards the
disturbed plots, the villagers grow bolder and begin to
crowd round.
An inspection of the corner ravaged by the hyaenas can potentially reveal the following. Note that if the party makes no effort
to hold the crowd back, all suffer a -5 penalty to be detected because of people walking on the evidence:
Ÿ There are hyaena scent marks (Perception -5, Tracking normal)
Ÿ There is human blood, reasonably fresh and presumably
Peter’s (Tracking -2).
Ÿ One of the graves that has not been attacked last night has
nonetheless been recently disturbed (Tracking -2). If investigated, it is clear the grave has been dug into and then refilled. Digging it up will reveal the corpse is missing,
although it will require some skill to persuade the villagers
to do this. This is one of the recent graves Ashur has raided.
Ÿ There is a primitive, stone-tipped spear lying in the long
grass. It has dried blood on its end (perception for anyone
looking a little wider in the graveyard).
Ÿ There is a trail that could be followed, provided the party
has some tracking skill.
Ÿ There are prints made by the naked feet of a large human
along with the prints of booted feet.
If the spear, disturbed grave, or naked human footprints are revealed, the crowd will begin to speculate. Allow any characters
with any sort of leadership skill to realise the best thing is to release as little information to the general crowd as possible.
You attempt to follow the hyaena trail but it soon runs cold.
It goes up to the compacted, dry mud of the main road,
where it is lost amongst countless other tracks. For a moment, you are at a loss for what to do but the ugly smith approaches you. Taking you a little way away from the
watching villagers, he introduces himself as Ashur and tells
you he knows where the hyaenas’ lair is. Being a keen walker, he knows the local countryside well and there is a gorge
not far from the village where he smelt hyaenas a few days
ago. Furthermore, he is keen to show you the way and
seems keen to get started immediately.
His use of the word ‘smelt’ is accidental. If pressed on the word,
he will correct himself and say ‘saw’. A perception roll will notice Ashur already has a walking stick and pack ready with him.
If the party does not elect to set off immediately, Ashur will become even more anxious. Sunset is at 7:00pm and it is already
3:00pm. Under no circumstances will he reveal the reason for
his worry. If pressed he will explain they need to be there before it gets dark, otherwise it might be difficult to find the way
and the hyaenas will be active.

The Hyaena Gorge
Ashur leads you cross-country, through woods and meadows for the best part of two hours. The sun is beginning to
descend when finally, you reach the entrance of a narrow
gorge that leads steeply up into a limestone ridge. Ashur
tells you the hyaenas are in a cave at the top of the gorge.
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The Hyaena Gorge
See text for a description of the numbered rooms.

Leading you between the steep, rocky slopes, he insists on
silence and seems extremely anxious.

but the heads and necks of slavering hyaenas. Each is armed
with a crude spear, which they hurl at you and then charge.
Behind them crowd an unruly pack of hyaenas.

If the party has any pack animals, Ashur will explain it is better
to leave them here since the hyaenas will no doubt make them
The four gnolls will lead, hurling their spears as they come. The
bolt. Ashur is acutely aware the sun will set in two hours. He is hyaenas will tend to stay back until a party member is clearly
also has conflicted loyalties - he does not want to see the hyaeweakened and will then attempt to mob that person.
nas or gnolls harmed as he considers them friends of sorts. In
There are four gnolls and eight spotted hyaenas (statistics are at
fact, they are the only friends he’s ever really had. He would
the end of this document). If this seems too much for the party,
talk to them if he could but he needs to be in hyaena form and
remember that both hyaenas and gnolls are bestial and retreat
anyway, he knows they wouldn’t listen to his pleas to depart.
quickly if wounded. Only if they are cornered (for example in
As the party approach the gorge, Ashur will drop to the back. If
location 3) will they fight to the death.
any hyaenas or gnolls appear, he will hide and remain out of
The gnolls will cause any players who have not encountered
sight until either the party or the hyaenas are dead.
them before to make a fright check.
Important: Keep track of the time. Ashur will turn into a hyaeAs mentioned above, Ashur will hide from the gnolls and hyaena at sunset. He is fully aware of this but once underground
nas as he does not want them to recognise him. After the enand distracted, will lose track of time. Once he transforms, his
chief motivation will be to escape. If he does so, he will become counter is over, he will spend some time moping around the
corpses of any gnolls or hyaenas that have been killed. As ever,
an exile far away. He will not attempt to attack the party, even
he will not willingly reveal his grief.
in self-defense. Any player with any appropriate social skills
can try to calm him down (he can still understand spoken lanOnce the hyaenas have been slain or driven off, the party can
guages in hyaena form, even if he cannot talk).
investigate their lair. A source of light is needed as the cave is
quite dark.
Location 1
At the very top of the gorge, the ground levels out a little and
you see ahead of you a high roofed cave. The sides of the
gorge are over a hundred feet high and the entrance of the
cave is at least half that. Bushes crowd round the left and
right of the cave mouth and a stream flows out from the left
side. A strong, musky odour greets you. Ashur explains
that is the smell of the hyaenas and bat droppings. You can
see some way into the cave and can just make out a pool and
passage on the left side, and a further passage on the right
side.
As the party advances on the caves, Ashur will try to fall behind
and then hide in the bushes. Because the ground here is bare
rock, there are no tracks to see. As long as the party is reasonably quiet, they will not disturb the hyaenas, which will still be
asleep at this point.

Location 2
The stream flows swiftly from a clear pool on the left edge of
the cave. The water looks deep and is very cold. At the bottom, you can see a small black box, about a foot square.
The box was thrown there by Ashur’s mother as she and her son
escaped. It is a black soapstone jewellery box, originally quite
ornamental but years of lime-rich cave water has left it covered
in travertine deposits (the same stuff that makes stalactites and
stalagmites). It contains a key to the door at location two in the
sorcerer's lair. Ashur’s mother did not know whether they
would escape and saw fit to hide the key in case it might come
in useful if they were captured. Ashur can just remember this.
He will become a little emotional if he sees the box, although he
will not willingly reveal why.

The passage leads steeply up for five feet or so to a natural
chamber about six yards square. Dry grass and bird feathers
have been collected to make bedding for crude nests. The
gnawed, cracked bones of wild animals lie scattered. There
are ragged, bloodstained clothes in one corner.
The clothes are Peter’s and his gnawed head lies underneath his
bloodied shirt. A fright check is required for the character that
picks up the shirt to reveal Peter’s head.

Location 4
The party will require a source of light to go further down into
this cave. Note that Ashur has a tinderbox if needed.
The passage slopes steeply down to a broad, Y-shaped natural cavern. The left fork ends after three yards. The right
fork narrows and continues on, with another passageway
leading off to the right. A dark, pungent substance coats the
ground in drifts. The air is still and thick with moisture.
You are certain you can hear the sound of something moving.
What the party can hear are thousands of bats roosting on the
cave ceiling. The substance on the ground is the accumulation
of twenty years of their droppings and is crawling with cockroaches and other cave beetles. It lies about six inches thick in
the centre of the room, deepening to three foot drifts at the walls.
The stairs at location five on the map are not visible because
there is an illusionary wall here. However, the guano has not
heaped up against this phantom wall so it is quite easy to spot
there is something different.

If the party enters the chamber with a large torch, they will disturb the bats. These will fly out of the cave, taking approximately one minute to do so. They will not attack the party to cause
Location 3
The hyaena’s lair. If the party makes a lot of noise at the pool or, damage but the trauma of being caught in the swarm will cost
in any event, when they reach the foot of the five foot slope lead- 1d3 fatigue points. Furthermore, players must roll at DX to
avoid losing their footing in the bat droppings and falling down.
ing up to this chamber, the hyaenas and gnolls will attack.
This will result in them being covered in bat poop, cockroaches,
Out from the darkness of the left hand cave comes an unand all manner of other things undesirable. They will subsenerving, cackling laugh. A moment later four grotesque
quently perform all skills at a -1 penalty. Characters with a suitcreatures emerge, with stoutly muscled, hairy human bodies
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able advantage, such as indomitable, single-minded or
unfazeable, are immune to this penalty.

around and the skeletons of four men lie close to the pentagram.

Location 5

Ashur clears his throat and speaks: “That pentagram draws
the hyaenamen. If we destroy it, they won’t come back.”

The entrance to this stairway is concealed by an illusionary
wall. However, gravity and the drifts of bat droppings are
oblivious to it, so players will notice something strange on a
normal perception role.

If the party asks Ashur how he knows this, he will finally concede a little of his back story. Explaining only that he knew the
man who created it, he will not willingly tell any more.

As soon as anyone steps through the “wall”, serially spaced
stones in the ceiling will start to glow, illuminating the passage.
The stairs lead up to location two on the sorcerer’s lair map.

The skeletons are animated and will rise and attack anyone who
enters the chamber. They are armed with rusty short swords
that have a +2 chance of breaking.

Note that the glow-stones in the ceiling operate whenever a humanoid is within ten feet of them. Any attempt to remove them
from the ceiling will disrupt the enchantment and they will
cease to function.

Once the skeletons are dispatched, the pentagon can be inspected. It is a continually operating “summon hyaenas and gnolls”
spell, invented and cast by the sorcerer. The glowing lines are
constructed of powdered bone (although this is not immediately
obvious to the party). At its centre is a moldering female hyaena pelt surrounded by four stoppered bottles of bitumin-based
oil. The bone has been steadily rotting, gradually weakening
the enchantment. Any disruption of the lines or the removal of
the pelt will stop the spell altogether. No harm will come to anyone entering the circle, disrupting the lines, or removing the pelt.
However, the party does not know this, so have fun.

Location 6
The passage takes a steep climb out from the cave of bats.
There is a chill to the air here and it seems to deepen with
every step. The passage bends round to the right and widens. Ahead you can see a large chamber, illuminated by a
soft red light but it looks as if this passage ends in a gallery
overlooking the chamber. Just before the end of the passage
lie the skeletal remains of two previous explorers.
These skeletons are, of course, animated. As soon as the party
approaches within five yards, they will spring up and attack.
Each player not accustomed to dealing with the undead needs
to roll a fright check. The skeletons are armed with rusty,
notched short swords that count as cheap, with a +2 modifier to
break.

Location 7
The passage slopes steeply down to a chamber filled entirely
by a large, clear pool of ice-cold water. There is no way to
cross this room without entering the pool. The clearance between the surface of the water and the ceiling is about eight
feet. Water drips down constantly from an abundance of
stalactites. It is hard to judge the exact depth of the pool but
it doesn’t look too deep.
A perception roll will reveal the presence of what looks like skeletal human remains at the bottom of the pool. They have been
there some time because deposits of travertine have begun to
form on them.
The skeleton is an animated guard left by the sorcerer. The rock
deposited on its bones reduces its move by two points but also
impart DR 2. It will attack anyone who enters the pool, attempting to grapple and pull them under (see page 436 of the basic
rules for details).

The oil in the flasks will burn and are useful as weapons. Their
real use comes in oiling a few locks in the sorcerer’s lair.

Location 9
The ground here slopes steeply up to the ceiling. A shaft
leads upwards and some one-hundred feet above, the light
of the dying day can be seen.
At a push and with sufficient climbing skill, the party could
climb out through this route.

The Sorcerer’s Lair
Looking out over the gorge is a suite of rooms constructed by
the sorcerer around thirty years ago. He used a mixture of his
own magic and hired manual labour to create the whole complex. The grand balcony that overlooks the gorge (location four
below) is shielded from view by a permanent one-way illusion.
From below, it appears the cliff rises unbroken. From the balcony, a person can look out over the gorge.

Sorcerer's Lair Location 1
The steps from the hyaena gorge lead up for some distance.
Your path is illuminated by the glow-stones in the ceiling
that light up as you approach and go out once you've past.
Eventually, the stairs lead to a narrow, level tunnel. You follow this for a further three yards until it widens out and
bends sharply to the left.

Two yards out from each edge, the pool is four feet deep. The
water is very cold and will cause the loss of 1d-2 FP, even if the
skeleton does not pull the player under.

Note that any attempt by the party to remove the glow-stones
from the ceiling will destroy them.

Location 8

Sorcerer's Lair Location 2

This is a huge natural chamber, twelve yards high at the centre, at least as wide, and perhaps fifteen yards long. At the
far end, diffuse daylight penetrates from a hole in the ceiling.
Of more pressing interest, however, is the ancient pentagram
on the floor in the centre of the cavern. This ancient inscription is glowing with a faint red light and there are some
items at its centre. Several lengths of chain lie scattered
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The glow-stones light up to reveal a semi-circular room with
the flat wall opposite your entry point. This was clearly
once a properly finished room, with plastered, painted walls.
However, a fair amount of the plaster has fallen off or discoloured. A stout leather and ironbound door sits in the wall
opposite you, flanked by two eight-foot tall clay statues of
hyaena headed men. Each statue holds a real war hammer,
which seems strange for a statue.
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The Sorcerer’s Lair
See text for a description of the numbered rooms.

The two statues are twenty-year old clay golems. Although
their clay was fired to make them hard, the pervasive damp of
the cave has got to them over the years and they have become
quite brittle. While impaling weapons have a 0.5 damage modifier, crushing weapons have a 1.5 damage modifier.
The golems will act as follows:
Ÿ If Ashur enters the room (either in hyaena or human form),
they will ignore him. If he tries to open the door, they will
restrain him but will not harm him. If he attacks them, they
will move to disarm him but will avoid hurting him as
much as they can. If he does something like tie their legs
up, they will ignore him.
Ÿ If a hyaena-man enters the room (or a normal man holding
a hyaena's head in front of his own), they will behave as per
Ashur above. Hyaena's will be treated similarly.
Ÿ If anyone else enters the room, the golems will move to attack them. However, they will not pursue anyone beyond
the confines of the room.
Unless they are very powerful, the party is going to have to
come up with a cunning plan to deal with the golems. The
chains in the hyaena gorge can be used to tie up their legs and
arms quite successfully. If the golems fall (as they certainly will
do if their legs are tied), they will suffer 2d6 crushing damage
(which is multiplied by 1.5 because of their frail condition).
www.michaelamos.net/GURPS

The door is locked. There are three ways to open it:
1.

Unlock the door using the key from location two of the hyaena gorge. However, the door is rusty and requires oil to
loosen the mechanism. The oil from Location Eight of the
Hyaena Gorge will work quite nicely.

2.

Pick the locks. This will be impossible without oiling the
lock and even then, suffers a -5 penalty.

3.

Break down the door. Despite its age, the door is still quite
stout. The wood is three inches thick and is reinforced with
rusting iron bands (HT 10, DR 6, HP 33).

Sorcerer's Lair Location 3
This entrance hall was built to impress. The twenty-foot
high ceiling is painted with a stylised representation of the
night sky, with glowing stars grouped into constellations.
The walls are painted to depict archways and windows overlooking a broad countryside full of game. The mosaic floor
has richly coloured abstract designs. However, all of the decor is in decay: the plaster is crumbling, water drips from the
ceiling in places, and some of the mosaics have cracked. Nobody has been here for some time.
Directly opposite you stands a door flanked by two shuttered windows. At the far right hand end of the hall there is
a small doorway, while the left hand end of the hall can be
exited via a broad passageway.
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The young gryphon inhabiting the balcony (Location Four) does nal pages explain the importance of thoroughly mixing the
not come here. However, it will have heard the players if they
ingredients within the elixir and the dire consequences of not
smashed down the door to Location Two.
doing so. It also explains the elixir is untested and might prove
fatal anyway.
One of the friezes portrays a story. A hyaena drinks some
green liquid dripping from a strange plant. It then becomes
There is a tome on the magical properties of hyaenas. This book
very ill but man pulls yellow stones from a burning crack in the is very badly damaged but it is possible to glean two important
ground, mixes these with other ingredients to make a drink.
facts from it: many parts of hyaenas form the basis of potent
When he gives this to the hyaena, it becomes well. This is a clue love potions, especially the genitalia; and the pelts of hyaenas
to the poison and the antidote in Location Seven. The yellow
can be used to make powerful healing potions.
rocks from the burning crack in the ground are sulphur - hence
There is a secret door that leads to the sorcerer’s final resting
the sulphurous smell in the antidote.
place at location seven. Because the plaster is falling of the walls,
it is fairly easy to spot. A perception role will allow a player to
Sorcerer’s Lair Location 4
see it even if they are not looking. Anyone actively searching
What the players see here will depend on whether the sun has
gone down or not. There are no glow stones on the balcony and, for a secret door will find it without needing to role. However,
if night has fallen, the depth of the gorge is such that the players the door is locked and the door fairly stout (HT 12, Steel 1 inch
will not be able to see they are now outside. However, they will thick, DR 56, HP 60). The key is in location six and the lock will
feel the fresh air. With a light source, they will be able to see the need oiling.
following:
This room is as large as the hall you have just exited. Immediately in front of you stands a dilapidated iron and wood
bench, which faces towards the far wall. Much of the far
wall is overgrown with bushes and shrubs but you can see
there are three pillars demarcating four, arched windows.
You can feel fresh air upon your face.
The gryphon has concealed itself in the bushes and will attack
anyone who comes further into the room than the bench. It will
only fight until it receives its first wound and will thereafter
abandon its lair. If the players shout and scream at it and otherwise try to frighten it away, it will flee without a fight.

Sorcerer’s Lair Location 5
You follow the passageway around a gentle right-hand bend
and find yourself looking into a room some eight yards
square. One small shuttered window sits in the far concave
wall. The left and right walls are straight and lined with
benches, bookcases, and cupboards, all of which have succumbed to damp and rot. Heavy flagstones line the floor
but these are cracked and, in places, stalagmites are growing
up from the floor, fed by drips from the ceiling. On the left
hand side of the room, a two-yard wide recess in the wall is
sectioned off by a rusting iron grill. You can see the skeletal
remains of something beyond the grill. Where visible, the
walls are plain but the plaster is falling away in lumps.

Sorcerer’s Lair Location 6
Beyond the grill, you can see a three yard by two yard cell.
On the floor lies the skeletal remains of an animal with a
thick-set, heavy skull and large teeth. Hanging on the far
wall is a large brass key. The grill has a door in it, with a
simple but padlocked catch.
This is the remains of one of the sorcerer’s last experiments. The
skeleton is of a giant Pleistocene hyaena. It is animated and will
rise up and throw itself against the bars as soon as any player
approach. However, it cannot escape the confines of its cage.
Note that arrows do very little damage to skeletons and any
archers in the party will be unlikely to be carrying more than a
dozen arrows anyway.
The key at the back of the cell will open the secret door into location seven (once it has been located). However, the padlock key
is on the sorcerer’s desk, in location seven. Furthermore, the
padlock has rather seized up and requires oiling before it can be
picked.

Sorcerer’s Lair Location 7
The secret door opens to reveal a brightly-lit room four yards
by three. A person sits at a desk, facing away from you,
dressed in rich but moldering robes and a broad hat. A covering of velvet once lined the walls but this has mostly rotted
and fallen to the floor. Ferns are growing in a number of
places around the room, surviving because of the perpetual
light of the glow-stones in the ceiling. The man does not
move in response to your entry and you quickly realise he is
nothing more than skeletal remains. A number of bottles sit
on the desk before him, along with an old scroll, a quill and
a long evaporated bottle of ink.

This is the sorcerer’s laboratory and library. Sadly, a great deal
here has been destroyed by damp. A dedicated scholar could go
through the volumes and save some of the knowledge stored in
their pages but it would take many months. It would also require a cart to move all the volumes. On inspection, it is obvious the texts are arranged alphabetically. There will be too
This is the final resting place of the sorcerer. Unlike every other
many texts for the players to come across the volumes menskeleton on this adventure, his remains are not animated. The
tioned below without having a clue from elsewhere in the adscroll is a will and has survived reasonably intact. It is written
venture.
in the local language, so any literate players can read it.
There is a tome on the Bouda, written in the sorcerer’s own spiHe names himself as Xinactinus and, after indicating it is his last
dery hand. Some of this has survived. The players will be able
will and testament, proceeds to declare how great he is, how unto get an understanding of the curse of the bouda, what happens
worthy the world is of him, and how he has decided to move on
to them, and how the curse is specific to each person or group
to the afterlife in search of something better. He also dedicates
afflicted. Furthermore, it will become clear the sorcerer not onseveral paragraphs as to how worthless his “wife” was and bely discovered the cure for his own affliction but created an elixir.
rates her for abducting his son. His writing betrays the deDamp has destroyed the pages detailing the process but dividers inserted into the book seem to point to seven stages. The fiwww.michaelamos.net/GURPS
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ranged state of his mind and it requires a will roll to continue
reading. After this rant, he gets onto the important part:
Ÿ He leaves everything to his son, who he names as Ashur.
Ÿ He describes the condition that afflicts him and his son - the
curse of the bouda and the nightly, involuntary transformation into a corpse -craving hyaena. He also talks at length
about how noble hyaenas are and how a union between
man and hyaena is the ultimate being. He dismissed the
gnolls as a failed experiment of either nature or some incompetent magician. He refers the reader to his excellent tomes
on hyaenas in the library for further details.
Ÿ There is a family specific cure for the curse of the bouda (all
cures are family specific). The will mentions the elixir in
the labelled bottle to be found on the desk. He refers to detailed instructions on the creation of the elixir, directing the
reader to the tome on Bouda in the library. See the details
under the description for Location Five above.
Ashur will become very upset if he reads or hears someone else
reading this will. Overcome with fear of discovery and terrible
memories, he will flee at this point (assuming he is still in human form and his secret has not already been discovered). He
will attempt to leave the caves and gorge by the shortest route.
If the players chase him and show him kindness, he will tell
them the whole story, including that he is being blackmailed. If
the players just let him go, he will hide out in the countryside
until the early dawn. He will then return to his smithy to retrieve a few belongings and will then do his best to disappear,
travelling many miles away to try to start again. He will not be
able to take his cage with him.
Rather inconveniently, the labels on the bottles have all run.
Their contents are as follows:
Ÿ A thumb-sized, brown glass bottle of green, odourless liquid. This is a powerful, fast-acting toxin. Two minutes after ingestion, it causes increasing drowsiness, numbness,
sleep, and then unconsciousness after ten minutes. It then
causes twenty one minute cycles that cause 1d6 FP and then
1d6 HP, which can be resisted at HT-2. The toxin is useless
as a follow-up agent as it is as thin as water and will not
stick to a blade, arrow, etc. The frieze in Location Three
gives a clue to the fact this is a poison.
Ÿ A pint-sized, clear glass bottle. The contents have separated, with a thick, oily-brown layer beneath a clear layer. A
strong aroma of sulphur greets the nose when this bottle is
opened. This is an extremely unpleasant antidote to the
above toxin. To be effective, the contents have to be wellmixed and the entire contents must be drunk. However, it
causes the recipient to be very sensitive to light for 1d6
hours and, unless a HT role is made, to lose 1d6 FP. The
sensitivity to light will cause the players DX to be at -1 for
the duration. The frieze in Location Three gives a clue to
the purpose of this potion.

ent must resist via HT or take 1d6 HP damage. The imbiber
will experience great pan, dizziness and nausea and at 1/3,
1/2, or 2/3 HP loss will have a penalty of -2, -4, or -6 DX respectively. Even if it is mixed, the cure is still toxic. There
is a ten minute delay followed by pain, dizziness, and nausea, but this time the recipient resists at HT+2 or takes 1d3
FP or 1d3 HP once FP are reduced to zero. If the recipient
bouda is in hyaena form, they will transform back to a human form at the beginning of the first cycle. If a non-bouda
imbibes the potion, they will still be affected as above but
will not have any other ill-effects. A clue to the purpose of
this potion can be found in the tome on the Bouda in Location Five.
Ÿ A thumb-sized, blue-glass bottle containing a thick, sicklysweet smelling liquid, in which thick strands of some material can be seen. This is a powerful healing potion, manufactured using hyaena body parts (mythology holds hyaenas
to be excellent for love and healing potions). It will function as per the healing elixir on p217 of the GURPS 4th Edition Magic book, save that it is 50% more potent. There are
three doses, each of which will heal 1d6+3 HP (or FP if the
recipient has full HP).
Ÿ A pint-sized, brown-glass bottle of clear, thick liquid that
smells of pine resin. Closer inspection reveals it contains a
pair of organs from some person or creature. Rolls against
intelligence will allow the suggestion that these look like
testicles. They are and, since they come from a hyaena, this
is an extremely potent love potion. It functions as per the
Love Elixir on p219 of the GURPS 4th Edition Magic book,
except that saves are against HT-3 because of the potency of
the ingredients.
The key to the padlock in location six is on the desk by the
sorcerer’s hand.

Sorcerer’s Lair Location 8
This L-shaped corridor has fared better than other rooms in
the complex. The degradations of damp and rot have been
less severe and the plaster on the walls and ceiling remain
intact. The ceiling is plain and black, with two glow-stones
that light up as you enter. The walls are painted with archways on vistas of plains full of game being hunted by hyaenas. Some of the portrayals of hyaenas feeding are
disturbingly graphic. Apart from the door from the main
hall, there are two other doors exiting from the corridor.

Sorcerer’s Lair Location 9
A large open window has allowed the full force of the elements wreck this bedroom. Moss and ferns grown on the
moldering bed occupying the centre of the room. A dresser
in one corner has completely collapsed. In the corner opposite the entrance you see a latrine, the curtain that partitioned it from the main room lies rotting on the floor. Fallen
plaster and hangings litter the floor.

There is nothing of interest in this room. However, anyone lookŸ A fist-sized, clear-glass bottle containing a clear, odourless, ing out of the window can see into location four. If the players
sweet-smelling liquid. Closer inspection of the bottle rehave not yet been to this area, they will see the gryphon.
veals the liquid has separated out into seven distinct layers
of different viscosity. This is the elixir that can cure Ashur, Sorcerer’s Lair Location 10
Clearly once a dining room, the open window has allowed a
although it must be mixed thoroughly to take effect. It is
fair amount of rain in. Water stands around six inches deep
extremely toxic if not mixed properly. There is a ten minute
except around the doorway. A large table, still reasonably
delay followed by seven hourly cycles at which the recipiwww.michaelamos.net/GURPS
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intact stands in the centre of the room, along with two dining chairs that have fared somewhat worse. They were once
covered in fine velvet but this has rotted away. Along one
wall stands a Welsh Dresser. In the top half are six fine china plates. The drawers are closed.

given in the text above within a month. After two months,
there will be twice as many and there will be frequent attacks on the graveyard and livestock of the village. The reaction of the villagers to the players will be reduced b -2.
Ÿ Ashur has run off and, after a brief return to his smithy at
dawn to collect some personal possessions and money, he
will leave and never be seen in the area again. The players
will be expected to give an account of what has happened
to him. If there is no convincing reason, the standing of the
players within the village will decrease (-1 to reaction rolls).

There is nothing sinister in here. The water is rain water, pure
and simple. The drawers contain six sets of silver cutlery, although it has tarnished and will require and appropriate role to
appreciate its value. The design is a fairly simple but popular
one. If the set is polished up, it will be worth $90, although it
will not be possible to find a buyer in Oleary that can pay anything more than half this. The plates are worth $12 each.

Ÿ Ashur’s secret and the blackmail is known to the party.
Ashur’s reaction to the party will be at +3 if they show sympathy and -3 if they do not. If Ashur has been cured, this
will provide an extra +3 to reaction rolls. If the party intervene and stop Danyan from blackmailing Ashur, there will
be an additional +3 reaction bonus. However, Danyan will
become a secret enemy towards the party.

Aftermath
After the players have gone through the above adventure, the
following outcomes are possible. The reaction modifiers that
result are cumulative. So, for example, if the players return with
a hyaena’s head (+2) but Ashur has gone missing (-1), the players will have a +1 reaction roll from all villagers in the future.

Ÿ If the gryphon was not slain, it will make a lair close to the
village and start to take livestock. The players will only be
blamed for this (-2 reaction) if they mentioned the gryphon
in their accounts. In any event, the party will be asked to
get rid of the beast and this can form the basis of a future
adventure.

Ÿ The players will have recovered Peter’s remains as proof
that he is dead. He leaves a wife and three small children.
She will be distraught and have no idea how she will provide for her children. Any generosity on the part of the
players will be noted and their standing in the village will
be greatly enhanced (+2 to reaction rolls).

Ÿ Regardless of whether he is cured or not, Ashur will become very depressed in the weeks after the affair. His upbringing was quite awful and the burden of his secret has
been hard to bear. Unless supported by the players, he will
take to drink and slip into alcoholism.

Ÿ The hyaenas have been driven off and the players have returned with proof, such as a hyaena or gnolls’ head. This
will greatly enhance the status of the players within the village (+2 to reaction rolls).

Ÿ If the enchantment that summons the gnolls and hyaenas
has been broken, any survivors will disperse and the village
will not be troubled for many years. However, if the enThe statistics for the various characters and creatures encountered in this
chantment was not broken, they will be up to the numbers
adventure can be found below.

Statistics

The Characters

11
10
11
11

ST HP: 11
DX
Basic Damage
1d-1
IQ Thrust:
1d+1
HT Swing:
FP: 11
11 Per 11
Will
5
Basic Speed: 5.25 Move:
0
Encumbrance:
Dodge: 8 Parry: 0 Block: 0
0
Shield DB 0 Size Modifier

triggered every sunset (hyaena),Animal Empathy
(hyaenas),Doesn’t Sleep, Healing, Uncontrollable
Appetite(12)(Human Corpses),Secret
Identity(Bouda),Lecherousness(12),Night Vision(1)
Skills: Armoury (melee weapons)(12),Smith(Iron)(12),First
Aid(13),Thrown Spear(12)

Thrown spear: 1d+2 imp. Acc 2, Range
11/15, Wt 4, RoF 1, Shots T(1)
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Weapon Statistics:
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If discovery of his secret seems imminent, he will flee in shame. Any characters who show home kindness and
acceptance will win his friendship - see
the section of aftermath above.

Unnattractive Appearance [12] (bloodshot
eyes, hairy, nasal voice)-4 Reaction.

To

He is well intentioned, although the
curse makes him a lecher. Sadness,
loneliness, and a terrible fear of discovery define everything he does. His curse
does give him the healing advantage (p
59 of the basic rules) and he will be generous with this if the player’s are in need.

Name: Ashur
Reaction +/-: --4
Point Total: 100
Appearance: 5’8”, 180 lbs, Average Wealth, Advantages, Disadvantages, Quirks: Alt Form, uncontrollable,

He

Ashur is a bouda, a person cursed to take
the form of a corpse-craving hyaena at
sundown. For more details, see the document on hyaenas and their mythology
available at
www.michaelamos.net/GURPS.

0

0

0

0

0

0

In hyaena form, his statistics are as per
the spotted hyaenas later in this document except that he retains his IQ score.
He can understand but not speak human
tongue in hyaena form.
www.michaelamos.net/GURPS
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The Gnolls
Statistics for gnolls can be found in the
document available at
www.michaelamos.net/GURPS. Once
bloodied, they must make a will roll to
continue in a fight.
The gnoll leader. This is an alpha-male
gnoll, worth 10 points. It has the high
pain threshold advantage, plus a higher
brawling skill and stronger will than
most gnolls.

ed male humanoid, with brick-red hair and hearing +2, acute taste/smell +2, dam. resist. 1, discriminatory
smell, infravision, speak with hyenas, sharp teeth, ultrahearing,
a long mane of darker hair.
fur, bestial, colourblind, extra sleep 4, frightens animals, noisy
2, short lifespan, will not swim, high pain threshold
14 ST HP: 20
9 DX
Skills: Tracking 17, Brawling 13, Thrown weapon (spear) 9
Basic Damage
8
1d
IQ Thrust:
12 HT Swing:
2d
FP: 12
Will 8(+3) Per 10
5
Basic Speed: 5.25 Move:
0
Weapon Statistics: Bite 1d6+1 cut + bite-hold. Punch
Encumbrance:
1d6+1 cr. Kick 1d6+2 cr.
Dodge: 8 Parry: 9 Block: 0
+1
Shield DB 0 Size Modifier
Spear 1d+3 imp, Acc 2, Range 14/21, Wt 4, RoF 1, Shots T(1),
Stone-tipped with armour divisor of 0.5
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It will run away once bloodied like any
other gnoll unless it makes a successful
will roll (although its high pain threshold gives it a +3 bonus to this).

Name: Alpha male feral gnoll
Reaction +/-: 0
Point Total: 10
Appearance: 7’6” tall, 280 lbs, hyena head- Advantages, Disadvantages, Quirks: Extra HP, extra per., acute

1

1

1

1

1

1

Name: Average feral gnoll
Reaction +/-: 0
Point Total: -46
Appearance: 7’3” tall, 240 lbs, hyena head- Advantages, Disadvantages, Quirks: Extra HP, extra per.,
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ed male humanoid, with brick-red hair and acute hearing +2, acute taste/smell +2, dam. resist. 1, discriminatory smell, infravision, speak with hyenas, sharp teeth, ultraa long mane of darker hair.
hearing, fur, bestial, colourblind, extra sleep 4, frightens
animals, noisy 2, short lifespan, will not swim.
11 ST HP: 16
9 DX
Skills: Tracking 17, Brawling 11, Thrown weapon (spear) 9
Basic Damage
8
1d-1
IQ Thrust:
11 HT Swing:
1d+1
FP: 11
5 Per 10
Will
5
5
Basic Speed:
Move:
0
Weapon Statistics: Bite 1d6 cut + bite-hold. Punch 1d6 cr.
Encumbrance:
Kick 1d6+1 cr.
Dodge: 8 Parry: 9 Block: 0
+1
Shield DB 0 Size Modifier
Spear 1d+2 imp, Acc 2, Range 11/15, Wt 4, RoF 1, Shots T(1),
Stone-tipped with armour divisor of 0.5
1

1

1

1

1

1

Name: Average feral gnoll
Reaction +/-: 0
Point Total: -26
Appearance: 7’5” tall, 260 lbs, hyena head- Advantages, Disadvantages, Quirks: Extra HP, extra per., acute
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ed male humanoid, with brick-red hair and hearing +2, acute taste/smell +2, dam. resist. 1, discriminatory
smell, infravision, speak with hyenas, sharp teeth, ultrahearing,
a long mane of darker hair.
fur, bestial, colourblind, extra sleep 4, frightens animals, noisy
2, short lifespan, will not swim, high pain threshold.
12 ST HP: 17
9 DX
Skills: Tracking 17, Brawling 11, Thrown weapon (spear) 9
Basic Damage
8
1d-1
IQ Thrust:
11 HT Swing:
1d+2
FP: 11
Will 5 (+3) Per 10
5
5
Basic Speed:
Move:
0
Weapon Statistics: Bite 1d6 cut + bite-hold. Punch 1d6 cr.
Encumbrance:
Kick 1d6+1 cr.
Dodge: 8 Parry: 9 Block: 0
+1
Shield DB 0 Size Modifier
Spear 1d+2 imp, Acc 2, Range 11/15, Wt 4, RoF 1, Shots T(1),
Stone-tipped with armour divisor of 0.5
1

1

1

1

1

1
10

Name: Below average feral gnoll
Reaction +/-: 0
Point Total: –62
Appearance: 7’0” tall, 200 lbs, hyena head- Advantages, Disadvantages, Quirks: Extra HP, extra per.,acute
ed male humanoid, with dull yellow hair
and a long mane of dull red hair.
10
9
8
11

ST HP: 13
DX
Basic Damage
1d-2
IQ Thrust:
1d
HT Swing:
FP: 11
5 Per 10
Will
5
5
Basic Speed:
Move:
0
Encumbrance:
Dodge: 8 Parry: 9 Block: 0
+1
Shield DB 0 Size Modifier

Skills: Tracking 17, Brawling 11, Thrown weapon (spear) 9

Weapon Statistics:
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Bite 1d6-1 cut + bite-hold. Punch 1d6-1

cr. Kick 1d6 cr.

He
DR

hearing +2, acute taste/smell +2, dam. resist. 1, discriminatory
smell, infravision, speak with hyenas, sharp teeth, ultrahearing,
fur, bestial, colourblind, extra sleep 4, frightens animals, noisy
2, short lifespan, will not swim.

1

1

1

1

1

1

Spear 1d+2 imp, Acc 2, Range 11/15, Wt 4, RoF 1, Shots T(1),
Stone-tipped with armour divisor of 0.5

The Hyaenas
Full details for my interpretation of hyaenas and the mythology surrounding them, please see my document at www.michaelamos.net/GURPS.
ST: 10

Will: 8

Dodge: 9

DX: 10

Per: 14

Move: 9

IQ: 7

Speed: 6 SM: -1

HT: 10

HP: 10

Dam: 1d-1 cut

Traits: Discriminating Smell, Night Vision 2, Quadruped, Sharp Teeth, Wild Animal,
Resistant (bad food), Noisy (2), Hermaphromorph, Lecherousness. A fresh dropping will
have 1 manna point for 1d6 hours.
Skills: Brawling 12, Bite/hold technique 12, Tracking 16.

There are eight hyaenas in all. Note that they will retreat as soon as they are bloodied or the gnolls retreat.

The Gryphon
Full details can be found on p460 of the Basic GURPS rules.
ST: 17

Will: 11

Dodge: 10

DX: 12

Per: 12

Move: 6 ground 12/24 fly

IQ: 5

Speed: 6 SM: 2

HT: 12

HP: 17

Dam: Beak 1d-1 pi++
Paws 1d+3 Cut

Traits: Acute Vision 3, Combat Reflexes.
Skills: Brawling 14
The gryphon will only fight until bloodied. Thereafter, it will retreat.
Furthermore, if the party shout and make lots of threatening noises, it will
be scared away without a fight.

The Golems
Full details can be found on p59 of the GURPS 4th Edition Magic rules.
ST: 15

Will: N/A Dodge: Will not dodge

Traits: High pain threshold.

DX: 11

Per: N/A

Move: 4

Skills: Warhammer 11 (reach 1, 2*, Parry 0U

IQ: 8

Speed: 4

SM: 1

HT: 14

HP: 15

Dam: Warhammer 2d+4 imp

Impaling weapons will only do 50% damage against these golems.
Crushing weapons will inflict 2x damage. The golems have DR 4.

One hit from a golem on a character is likely to put them out of the game.
The GM should strongly hint that these things look incredibly tough oponents.

www.michaelamos.net/GURPS
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The Skeletons
ST: 9

Will: 8

Dodge: 10

DX: 12

Per: 8

Move: 6

IQ: 8

Speed: 6.5

SM: 0

HT: 10

HP: 9

Dam: 1d-2 thr
1d-1 sw
All with short swords

There is one skeleton in location seven, two in location six, and a
further four in location 8. All have identical statistics, except the one
in location seven, which has extra DR (see below).
Full details can be found on p152 of the GURPS 4th Edition Magic
rules.
Traits: Crushing attacks against the skeletons do 2x damage, impaling
weapons only inflict 25% damage, high-pain threshold, immune to
mind control spells, affected by Control Zombie, Pentagram, and Turn
Zombie.

Skills Short sword (12), Brawling(12)
A fright check will be required by anyone unfamiliar with the undead the first time animated skeletons are encountered.
These cease working once they have been reduced to zero HP.
All have DR 2 on their skulls. The skeleton in the pool at location seven has DR2 all over but DR 4 on its skull due to the rock encrusted onto its
limbs. Its move is reduced to 4 for the same reason.

The Giant Pleistocene Hyaena Skeleton
ST: 11

Will: 10

Dodge: 10

DX: 12

Per: 14

Move: 9

IQ: 4

Speed: 6.5

SM: 0

Traits: Crushing attacks against this skeleton do 2x damage, impaling
weapons only inflict 25% damage, high-pain threshold, immune to
mind control spells, affected by Control Zombie, Pentagram, and Turn
Zombie.

HT: 10

HP: 11

Dam: 1d-1 cut

Skills Brawling(14), Bite-hold technique (14)
A fright check will be required by anyone unfamiliar with the undead
the first time animated skeletons are encountered.
It will cease working once it has been reduced to zero HP.
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